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PREFACE

In this book, we have set out to introduce experimental design and statistics to first
and second year psychology students. In writing it, we had three aims in mind.

First, we hoped to turn an area of study that students generally find daunting and
feel anxious about into something that makes sense and with which they can begin
to feel confident. In pursuing our first aim, we have tried to use a simple, friendly
style, and have offered many examples of the concepts that we discuss. We have also
included many diagrams summarizing the connections between concepts and have
added concise summaries at the end of each chapter, together with a glossary of con-
cepts at the end of the book. Furthermore, we have tried to integrate experimental
design and statistical analysis more so than is generally the case in introductory texts.
This is because we believe that the concepts used in statistics only really make sense
when they are embedded in a context of research design issues. In sum, we are con-
vinced that many of the problems that students experience with experimental design
and statistical analysis arise because these topics tend to be treated separately; by
integrating them we have attempted to dispel some of the confusion that undoubtedly
exists about what are design issues and what are statistical issues.

Second, though we wanted to write a very introductory book that makes minimal
assumptions of previous knowledge, we also wanted to avoid writing a simplistic account
of an inherently rich and complex area of study. In order to achieve this, we have
included features referred to as either ‘additional information’ or ‘complications’. These
are clearly separated from the main text, thereby safeguarding its coherence and 
clarity, but complementing and enriching it. We hope that these features will help
students to look ahead at some complexities that they will be ready to fully engage
with as they gain understanding; these features should also help to maintain the book’s
usefulness to psychology students as they progress beyond introductory (first and
second year) courses. In sum, we hope to share our fascination with the richness and
complexity of the topic of this book, but without plunging students too far into con-
troversies that they are not yet ready to deal with.

Our third and final aim was to write a book that is in line with recent technological
advances in the execution of statistical analysis. Nowadays, psychology students do
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PREFACE vii

not need to make complex calculations by hand, or even by means of calculators,
because they can access computers running special statistical programs. As a con-
sequence, we have, in general, avoided giving details concerning the calculations
involved in statistical tests. Instead, we have included boxes in which we explain how
to perform given statistical analyses by means of a widely used statistical software
package called SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Sciences). Our experience of teach-
ing statistics to students has convinced us that they make most progress when they
are encouraged to move from a conceptual understanding to computer execution with-
out any intervening computational torture. All SPSS output illustrated in the book
is based on Release 12. Details of format may vary with other versions, but the infor-
mation will be essentially the same.

If you are teaching a design and statistics course, we hope you will find our approach
to be ‘just what you have been looking for’. If you are a first year psychology student,
we hope that the book will help you to learn with confidence, because it all hangs
together and ‘makes sense’. We hope that it will provide a base from which you can
move forward with enjoyment rather than with apprehension to tackle new problems
and methods as they arise. Enjoy!
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CHAPTER ONE

Scientific Psychology and 
the Research Process

Psychology and the Scientific Method

To some extent, we are all curious about mental life and behaviour. For instance,
we may wonder whether our recollection of a certain event in our childhood is real
or just the result of imagination, or why we are going through a period of feeling
low, or whether our children should watch a particular television programme or not.
That we, as ordinary people, should be interested in these and other similar issues is
hardly surprising. After all, we are all motivated to understand others and ourselves
in order to make sense of both the social environment in which we live and our
inner life. However, there are people who deal with mental and behavioural issues
at a professional level: these are psychologists. It is true that, often, psychologists
may deal with problems that ordinary people have never considered. However, in
many cases psychologists address the same issues as those that attract the curiosity
of ordinary people. In fact, a psychologist could well study the extent to which peo-
ple’s memories and recollections are accurate or wrong, or the reasons why people
become depressed, or whether violence observed on television makes children more
aggressive.

Now, if ordinary people and psychologists are, to some extent, interested in the same
issues, then the question is: what is the demarcation line between the psychological
knowledge of ordinary people and that of professional psychologists? How do they
differ in terms of their approach to issues related to thinking, feeling and behaviour?
The main difference between lay people and psychologists is concerned with the method
they use to produce and develop their knowledge. Ordinary people tend to make 
generalizations on mental life and behaviour based on their own personal experience
or that of people who are close to them. In some cases, lay people may even accept
the view of others on faith, in the absence of any critical examination. Moreover, they
tend to cling rigidly to their convictions, regardless of possible counter-examples. 
On the contrary, psychologists use the scientific method.
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SCIENTIFIC PSYCHOLOGY AND THE RESEARCH PROCESS2

The term ‘scientific method’ is a rather broad one, and different scholars may have
different views on what it entails. In fact, there exists a discipline, known as the 
philosophy of science, which is devoted to the study of how science should and does
work. Philosophers of science discuss the aims, procedures and tools of science, as well
as its relation to other forms of knowledge, such as, for instance, religion, art and
literature. However, although many aspects of science have long been the subjects
of dispute, there is a general consensus on some core features of scientific activity. In
particular, scientists agree that their task is to explain natural and social phenomena,
and that they should do so by following a two-stage research process. First, they
must formulate hypotheses concerning the mechanisms and processes underlying the
phenomena that they wish to investigate. Second, they must test their hypotheses in
order to produce clear and convincing evidence that the hypotheses are correct.

If you want to conduct a psychological study in a scientific fashion, you will have
to work in accordance with this two-stage research process. In the next section, we
will discuss what these two stages involve.

Additional information (1.1) – The scientific attitude

The term ‘scientific method’ implies not only the use of specific strategies and
procedures, but also a specific type of mental attitude towards the process of
investigation and learning. Ideally, scientists should keep an open mind, and be
careful not to allow their biases and preconceptions to influence their work. Also,
they should never accept findings uncritically, and should always submit them
to scrutiny and be very sceptical and cautious in their evaluation. However, it
must be said that this is not always easy to achieve. In fact, many philosophers
of science believe that complete neutrality and impartiality is not attainable.
In their opinion, scientific knowledge is always affected, at least to some extent,
by the personal life of the scientists, and by the cultural, political and social
climate within which scientists conduct their research.

The Research Process

Formulating hypotheses

The first crucial step of the research process is the formulation of hypotheses about
a specific issue. However, before you can formulate your hypotheses you will have
to decide the type of issue that you wish to investigate. Clearly, the field of psycho-
logy is vast, and there is a great variety of problems that you could potentially address.
Ideally, you should study something that you are particularly curious about, and that
you consider worthwhile studying.
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SCIENTIFIC PSYCHOLOGY AND THE RESEARCH PROCESS 3

The decision to study a given issue may be based on two main sources. First, it
may be based on your knowledge of existing theories in psychology (or in related
disciplines). For instance, suppose that there exists a theory postulating that we all
have a strong need for security. Also, suppose that, according to this theory, when
people feel particularly vulnerable their need for security increases and therefore they
become more dependent on figures who are seen as protective and caring. Now, you
might find this theory persuasive, but at the same time it could make you think about
some aspects that are overlooked by the theory. For example, you might wonder whether
a sense of psychological protection and security could be obtained not only by depend-
ing on specific individuals, but also by joining a group. As a consequence, you could
decide to conduct a study to investigate whether the need for protection may lead
to seeking group affiliation.

Additional information (1.2) – The nature of theories

Theories have two main features. First, they organize findings from previous
research into a coherent set of interrelated ideas. Consider that every single day
psychologists conduct a countless number of studies in their laboratories around
the world. If all the results that emerge from these studies were simply included
in a very long list of isolated findings, without any form of organization and
systematization, psychological research would be a chaotic, unstructured and
largely unproductive activity. Second, theories help researchers to think about
further implications of the findings and ideas upon which a theory is based.
As a consequence, theories can generate new research problems and lead to the
formulation of new hypotheses.

When a hypothesis is derived from a theory, then testing the hypothesis implies
testing the theory too. If the hypothesis is proved false, then some aspects of
the theory will probably need to be revised or, in some cases, the theory will be
rejected altogether. On the other hand, confirming the hypothesis would support
the theory. However, it would not prove that the theory is true once and for
all. It would simply increase our confidence in the capability of the theory to
account for certain phenomena.

The second source upon which your decision to study a certain issue may be based
is your everyday knowledge and life. You might be intrigued by a behaviour that
you have observed in yourself or in other people, or that has been shown in a film
that you have seen or described in a novel that you have read. For example, suppose
that you have noticed that your mood influences your performance in exams, in the
sense that when you are in a good mood during an exam, your performance tends to
be good too. You might wonder whether this is just you, or whether this is a typical
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SCIENTIFIC PSYCHOLOGY AND THE RESEARCH PROCESS4

psychological phenomenon. As a result, you might decide to explore the relationship
between mood and performance in exams.

Once you have decided the issue that you want to investigate, you are ready to
translate your general and still rather vague ideas into precise hypotheses. For instance,
concerning the relationship between mood and intellectual performance, you could
put forward the following hypothesis: ‘the more positive the mood of people, the
better their intellectual performance’. (See Figure 1.1 for some examples on how to
move from research ideas to precise hypotheses.)

So, what is a hypothesis then? There are two different types of hypotheses; the
type that is exemplified above can be defined as a formal statement in which it 
is predicted that a specific change in one thing will produce a specific change in
another thing. In fact, by saying that the more positive the mood the better the 
performance, you are virtually saying that a specific change in mood (that is, its
improvement) will produce a specific change in intellectual performance (that is, 
its enhancement). That means that by formulating this type of hypothesis you are
anticipating the existence of a cause–effect relationship between particular things 
(in this case ‘mood’ and ‘intellectual performance’). In fact, it can be said that the
change in mood is the cause of the change in intellectual performance, or if you
like, it can be said that the change in intellectual performance is the effect of the
change in mood.

hypothesisresearch idea

Young captive monkeys who are treated 
nicely and receive clear signs of affection 
from their caretakers are likely to develop into 
nice, sociable individuals.

If we choose something without any reward 
for choosing it, we will have a stronger sense 
that we have chosen something we really like.

The more we focus on the meaning of 
sentences, the better we remember them.

Daily touching and stroking captive monkeys 
in the first six months of their life will increase 
the number of interactions in which they get
involved between 7 and 36 months of age.

If people spontaneously choose one thing 
over another, they will be more confident that 
their choice was a good one than if they had 
received a financial reward for making that 
choice.

Sentences for which people are asked to think 
of an adjective that summarizes their meaning 
will be more easily recalled than sentences for 
which people are asked to count their 
syllables.

Figure 1.1 From research ideas to testable hypotheses
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SCIENTIFIC PSYCHOLOGY AND THE RESEARCH PROCESS 5

The second type of hypothesis differs from the one we have just discussed in 
important ways, and it is discussed in Complications 1.1 below. However, let us 
emphasize that in this book we will mainly be dealing with the type of hypothesis
explained above.

Complications (1.1) – When hypotheses make no claim about
cause and effect

To be precise, scientific hypotheses do not always take the form dis-
cussed above. For instance, suppose that you wish to hypothesize that
the higher people’s self-esteem the higher the salary they earn. This 
is a perfectly plausible hypothesis that could be tested empirically.
However, this hypothesis does not say that a change in one thing will
produce a change in another thing. In fact, it makes no claims con-
cerning which thing causes which: it does not say that a change in
self-esteem causes changes in the salary, nor the other way around.
This hypothesis simply states that two things (self-esteem and salary)
will change together: if one is high, the other one will also be high.
In sum, in some cases a hypothesis may be a formal statement in which
it is predicted that a specific change in one thing will be associated
with a specific change in another thing.

In this book we focus on hypotheses that a change in one thing will
produce a change in another thing, because the book is mainly devoted
to experiments, and the hypotheses that are tested through experiments
are of this kind. Hypotheses in which it is predicted that two things
change together are generally tested by means of non-experimental 
studies, and will be dealt with in Chapter 10.

Remember that a good hypothesis should be expressed in terms that are precise 
and clearly defined, and should be parsimonious, that is, as simple as possible. This
will make it easier for you to set up a study by means of which your hypothesis is
tested.

Testing hypotheses

Testing a hypothesis implies devising a study by means of which you can provide
convincing evidence that the hypothesis is correct. To be truly convincing, the evid-
ence you will produce must be empirical evidence, that is, it must be observable by
other people – not just you!
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SCIENTIFIC PSYCHOLOGY AND THE RESEARCH PROCESS6

Empirical evidence supporting a postulated causal relation between things can be
gathered through the use of various techniques. For instance, you could rely on the
systematic observation of behaviour. This is what psychologists who are interested in
animal behaviour tend to do. Basically, animal psychologists go where the animals
live, or create an artificial environment in which animals are placed, and then they
observe and record animals’ behaviour through the use of established procedures. 
For example, a psychologist who is interested in, say, the behaviour of chimps could
use systematic observation to demonstrate that a high amount of time devoted to
‘grooming’, that is, reciprocal cleaning and brushing among a group of chimps, leads
to more frequent cooperative activities in the group.

However, the technique that is most often used by psychologists – as well as 
scientists in many other disciplines – is the experiment. Experiments constitute a very
powerful technique for the investigation of causal links between different things, and
this is why they are ideal for testing causal hypotheses. Experiments are typically run
in laboratories (although it is possible to conduct them in more natural settings too).
Because, as specified above, a hypothesis states that a specific change in one thing
will produce (cause) a specific change in another thing, experiments are based on the
creation of a situation in which a change in one thing is artificially produced, and
the corresponding change in another thing is systematically observed. This book –
with the exception of Chapter 10, in which we deal with non-experimental research –
is entirely devoted to the use of the experiment as a method of hypotheses testing.

To conclude this chapter, it is necessary to make a further observation on the research
process. (See Figure 1.2 for a schematic representation of such process.) While the
formulation of good, interesting and clear hypotheses is a very important step – and  by
no means a simple one – the most taxing part of the research process is certainly the
construction of a sound study through which the hypotheses can be tested. This is
particularly true with regard to experiments. In fact, although each experiment is unique
in various respects, all experiments must be designed according to a set of basic rules.

In the next chapter we will discuss these rules at length, and we will make you
familiar with the experimental terminology and jargon. In order to avoid talking in
abstract terms, we will explain the experimental rules and present the experimental
terminology within the context of a fictitious experiment. This experiment will con-
stitute an attempt to test the hypothesis put forward above, that is, the hypothesis
that ‘the more positive the mood of people, the better their intellectual performance’.

formulating a hypothesis

Can be based on:
(i) existing theories
(ii) personal experience

testing the hypothesis

Different methods can be used,
such as, for instance, systematic
observation or experiments.

Figure 1.2 The research process
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SCIENTIFIC PSYCHOLOGY AND THE RESEARCH PROCESS 7

SUMMARY OF CHAPTER

• Ordinary people and professional psychologists are both interested in 
mental and behavioural issues. However, while ordinary people gather their
knowledge by using a rather casual approach, psychologists use the scientific
method.

• The scientific method implies following a two-step research process. First,
the researcher must formulate hypotheses – that is, formal statements pre-
dicting that a specific change in one thing will produce a specific change
in another – concerning the issue that is of interest. Second, the researcher
must test the hypotheses, that is, he or she must design a study aimed at
producing empirical evidence that the hypotheses are correct.

• The experiment is the method that is used to establish a causal link between
events.
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CHAPTER TWO

The Nature of Psychology
Experiments (I): Variables 
and Conditions

In Chapter 1, we said that in order to investigate a psychological issue scientifically,
you should comply with a two-step research process. First, you must formulate 
hypotheses. The kind of hypothesis that we will consider in this chapter is a formal
statement predicting that a specific change in one thing will produce a specific change
in another. We offered the following example of this type of hypothesis: ‘The more
positive the mood of people, the better their intellectual performance.’ The second
step consists of testing the hypothesis (i.e., providing evidence that the hypothesis is
correct). Finally, we stated that the most commonly used technique for testing these
types of hypothesis is the experiment.

To design and conduct a sound experiment is a rather complex task, which implies
acting in accordance with a set of very specific rules. In this chapter we will discuss the
most important rules. However, we want to base this discussion on a concrete example.
Therefore, we will start by describing an experiment that can be used to test our
hypothesis about the causal relationship between mood and performance. Then, we will
give a detailed explanation of the rules and procedures underlying the experiment.

An Experiment Testing Your Hypothesis

Let us remind you again of the hypothesis that we want to test: ‘The more positive
the mood of people, the better their intellectual performance.’ The experiment that
follows is meant to gather evidence that this is indeed the case.

To start with, we recruit 40 participants for the experiment. All participants attend
at the laboratory at the same time. When they arrive, they are told that they are 
participating in an experiment on the effects of watching television on performance.
This is a cover story – a mild deception – designed to prevent them guessing the
experimental hypothesis (see the discussion of ‘demand characteristics’ in Chapter 3,
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THE NATURE OF PSYCHOLOGY EXPERIMENTS (I): VARIABLES AND CONDITIONS 9

for an appreciation of why cover stories may be necessary). Participants are then
asked to enter a specific cubicle labelled with their name, sit in front of a screen,
put headphones on and watch a 15-minute video excerpt from a film. Unknown to
the participants, they do not all watch the same excerpt. In fact, one group of 20
participants watch a very funny excerpt, and another group of 20 participants watch
an excerpt with neutral content, that is neither funny nor dramatic. (Participants had
been allocated to two groups before arriving at the laboratory, by means of a random
procedure.) Finally, after watching the video, all participants are asked to complete
a test, contained in a special booklet, in which they have to indicate the correct 
solution to 10 logical problems, e.g.:

K N H
F H D
S W ?

(The answer is O because the letter in the second column is always as many letters
below that in the first column as the letter in the third column is above that in the
first column.)

When participants have completed the test, they leave the laboratory. At this point
the experiment is over. Figure 2.1 shows a schematic representation of the structure

20 participants 20 participants

watch an excerpt about a funny event watch an excerpt about ordinary events

once they arrive in the laboratory, participants are asked to take part in some activities

unknown to them, participants are randomly split into two groups

40 individuals are selected for
participation in the experiment

participants complete a general reasoning test based on 10 logical problems; then
the number of problems correctly solved by each participant is counted

Figure 2.1 An experiment to test the hypothesis
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THE NATURE OF PSYCHOLOGY EXPERIMENTS (I): VARIABLES AND CONDITIONS10

of our experiment. Now, our task is to see whether the data we have collected (i.e.,
individual scores indicating how many logical problems each participant has solved)
support our hypothesis.

If our hypothesis is correct, participants watching a funny excerpt should solve 
a higher number of logical problems than participants watching a neutral excerpt.
This is because, while doing the test, participants who had watched a funny excerpt
were in a good mood, while participants who had watched a neutral excerpt were
in a normal mood. Clearly, to see if our hypothesis is correct, we will simply count
the number of logical problems that have been solved by participants in the two dif-
ferent groups.

Complications (2.1) – ‘Participants’ or ‘subjects’?

So far we have used the term ‘participants’ to refer to the people who
take part in experiments. However, until recently it was common to refer
to them as ‘subjects’. In fact, the experimental jargon is not yet com-
pletely free from this word, which – as you will see in the next chapter
– is still used as part of composite terms indicating the forms that the
experimental design can take. We refer, for instance, to expressions
such as ‘within-subjects design’ and ‘between-subjects design’.

So, to recapitulate, we hypothesized that a positive mood would enhance performance
on tasks involving intellectual work. To test this hypothesis, we designed and con-
ducted an experiment in which two separate groups of participants were exposed
either to a video excerpt that put them in a good mood, or to an excerpt which did not
affect their mood at all. Then we observed how participants in both groups performed
on an intellectual task, with the expectation that participants whose mood had been
enhanced would perform better than participants whose mood had not been altered.

At this point we can discuss our experiment in some detail. What did we really
do? And why did we set up the study that way? Addressing these questions will give
us the opportunity to discuss the basic rules and procedures involved in psychology
experimentation.

Basic Rules and Notions in Experimental Psychology

Independent and dependent variables

As we discussed above, experiments test hypotheses that two things stand in a causal
relationship, or, more specifically, that changes in one thing will produce changes
in another thing. In an experiment, the things that are expected to change are known
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THE NATURE OF PSYCHOLOGY EXPERIMENTS (I): VARIABLES AND CONDITIONS 11

as variables. Obviously, the term ‘variable’ reflects the fact that these things can change;
it indicates that the level of these things, rather than being fixed, is free to vary. So,
considering our case, we hypothesize that specific changes in mood will produce specific
changes in performance: that means that both mood and intellectual performance
are variables because they may vary from being, say, very bad to very good.

It should be noticed that variability is not a specific characteristic of a limited
range of things. On the contrary, virtually all things related to mental life and behaviour
can manifest themselves in different degrees, or levels. So, for instance, anxiety, self-
esteem, attachment to parental figures, mathematical performance, driving perform-
ance, aggression and so on are all aspects of mental and behavioural life whose level
may vary from individual to individual or from situation to situation. Thus, different
persons, or the same person in different situations, may have different levels of anxiety,
self-esteem and so on.

There is, however, an important difference between the two variables in our 
experiment. Let us consider the variable ‘mood’ first. We have exposed two groups
of participants to different stimuli (i.e., participants watch different video excerpts),
so that participants in one group experience a good mood (because they watch a
funny video excerpt), and participants in the other group do not experience any 
alteration in their mood (because they watch an emotionally neutral video excerpt).
That means that we have purposefully varied the levels of the variable ‘mood’. Or,

Additional information (2.1) – Continuous and discrete variables

There exist two different sorts of variable. Some of the variables we are interested
in can vary over a continuous range, like our example of mood, which can
vary from very bad to very good. Temperature is another example; it can vary
from very low to very high. These are called continuous variables. For some,
like temperature, we have good quantitative measurements, so we may also refer
to them as quantitative variables. For others, like mood, we may have only
rather approximate indicators, so they may not be very quantitative in prac-
tice. But even with a variable like mood that we can’t measure very precisely,
we can often manipulate it in some way, as in our example, to achieve two or
more levels to work with. Other variables can take only whole number values,
like our example of the number of logic problems solved, and these are called
discrete variables. Some discrete variables don’t even take numerical values at
all; examples would be sex (male or female) and nationality (British, Greek,
Chinese etc.). Discrete variables that take values that are not numbers are called
categorical (or qualitative or classification) variables. Sometimes we use num-
ber codes for the categories (1 for male and 2 for female perhaps), but when
we do, the numbers are only codes and different numbers would do just as well
(e.g., 1 for female and 2 for male).
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